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Abstract Research on automated negotiators has flourished in recent years. Among
the important issues considered is how these automated negotiators can proficiently
negotiate with people. To validate this, many experimentations with people are re-
quired. Nonetheless, conducting experiments with people is timely and costly, mak-
ing the evaluation of these automated negotiators a very difficult process. Moreover,
each revision of the agent’s strategies requires to gather an additional set of people
for the experiments. In this paper we investigate the use of Peer Designed Agents
(PDAs) – computer agents developed by human subjects – as a method for evalu-
ating automated negotiators. We have examined the negotiation results and its dy-
namics in extensive simulations with more than 300 human negotiators and more
than 50 PDAs in two distinct negotiation environments. Results show that computer
agents perform better than PDAs in the same negotiation contexts in which they
perform better than people, and that on average, they exhibit the same measure of
generosity towards their negotiation partners. Thus, we found that using the method
of peer designed negotiators embodies the promise of relieving some of the need for
people when evaluating automated negotiators.
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1 Introduction

An important aspect in research on automated negotiation is the design of proficient
automated negotiators with people [1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 18, 24]. We refer to these
agents as EDNs (Expert Designed Negotiators). EDNs can be used with humans
in the loop or without them. EDNs can be used in tandem with people to alleviate
some of the efforts required of people during negotiations and also assist people
that are less qualified in the negotiation process [4, 9, 24]. Additionally, there may be
situations in which EDNs can even replace human negotiators. Another possibility is
for people embarking on important negotiation tasks to use these agents as a training
tool [3, 16], prior to actually performing the task. Thus, success in developing an
automated agent with negotiation capabilities has great advantages and implications.

The design of automated agents that proficiently negotiate with people is a chal-
lenging task, as there are different environments and constraints that should be con-
sidered (for a recent survey of that describes studies that evaluate automatic agents
that negotiate with people, see [13]). While the design issues of EDNs is important,
we found little, if any, literature focusing on the important issue of the evaluation of
EDNs designed to negotiate with people. Thus, in this paper we only focus on the
evaluation process of these EDNs.

The evaluation and validation process of the automated negotiators is a vital part
of the design process and allows demonstrating how successful the automated ne-
gotiators are. Yet, using people for experimentation purposes is timely and costly,
making the evaluation process a very difficult task for researches. Designing agents
that model the human behavior during negotiations only adds to the difficulties, due
to the diverse behavior of people which makes it hard to capture it by a monolithic
model. For example, people tend to make mistakes, and they are affected by cogni-
tive, social and cultural factors, etc. [12]. Thus, it is commonly assumed that people
cannot be substituted in the evaluation process of EDNs designed to negotiate with
people.

The question which now arises is, even though people and agents behave differ-
ently, whether one can use agents to evaluate EDNs and reflect from the behavior
of the EDNs with other agents to their behavior with people. Following this in-
tuition, we turned to the strategy method [15, 20, 21] which is an experimental
methodology which requires people to elicit their actions. The assumption behind
this method is that people are able to effectively encapsulate their own strategies
if they are properly motivated, monetarily or otherwise. This approach is well ac-
cepted in experimental economics and has also begun to be used within artificial
intelligence research [2, 19]. The application of this methodology within the study
of automated negotiator agents implies that peer designed agents (PDAs) that repre-
sent the negotiation preferences of diverse people can be developed.

In this paper we present an in-depth investigation into the question of whether
PDAs can be used to keep people out of the evaluation loop and thus simplify the
evaluation process required by designers of EDNs. As we will demonstrate in the
rest of this paper, the use of PDAs has the potential of elevating some of the need for
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people in the evaluation of automated negotiators, yet people are still a mandatory
factor in the final evaluation loop.

In this paper we provide results of extensive experiments involving more than 300
human subjects and 50 PDAs. The experiments involved negotiations of people that
interact with other people, people that interact with PDAs and people that interact
with EDNs. The experiments were conducted in two distinct negotiation environ-
ments that simulate real-world scenarios that require negotiators to reach agreement
about the exchange of resources in order to complete their goals. In each experiment
we investigate the behavior and dynamics of people and PDAs with respect to the
EDNs in order to find out whether the behavior of PDAs is similar to that of people
and whether they can be used as a substitute for people in the evaluation process
of automated negotiators. The results shed light as to the prospect of using PDAs
to better determine the proficiency of an automated negotiator when matched with
people, as well as to compare the behavior of different EDNs.

This paper contributes to research on automated negotiations by tackling the im-
portant issue of the evaluation process of automated negotiators. We suggest using
PDAs as an unbiased mechanism for evaluating automated negotiators, which can
reflect on the behavior of people, as well as allowing fine-tuning and improving
the strategy of the automated negotiators. We provide a general methodology for
evaluating automated negotiators and different measures to compare the behavior of
PDAs and people and show that it is important to understand the different behav-
ioral aspects expressed by them to gain a better perspective on the prospects of the
automated negotiator being proficient with people.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review related
work in the field of automated negotiators’ evaluation. We provide an overview of
the problem in Section 3. We continue and describe our methods for evaluating
the negotiation behavior and dynamics in Section 4. In Section 5 we present the
experiments we conducted, our methodology and our evaluation results. Finally, we
provide a summary and discuss the results.

2 Related Work

Important differences exist between designing an automated agent that can success-
fully negotiate with a human counterpart and designing an automated agent to ne-
gotiate with other automated agents. As this paper does not focus on the design of
such automated agents, we will not survey related work on this topic. A more de-
tailed review on the design of automated agents capable of negotiating with people
can be found, for example, in [13].

To date, in order to replace people in the evaluation loop, one cannot rely on
specific automated agents. Instead, we examine the use of peer designed agent as a
type of strategy method. Similarly to developing agents, using the strategy method
requires subjects to specify their choices for all information sets of the game and
not only the ones that occur during the course of a play of a game [15, 21, 20].
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Despite the similarity, asking subjects to design and program agents is different
from the strategy method. Developing agents requires subjects to implement much
more complex strategies (e.g., using heuristics and learning algorithms), potentially,
to make decisions in situations not originally considered.

The use of PDAs has been extensively studied within the context of the Trading
Agent Competition for Supply Chain Management (TAC SCM) [22]. In TAC one
needs to design a trading agent that participates in auctions for certain good. The
use of PDA’s within this domain demonstrates the benefits of a large set of PDAs
for evaluation purposes of EDNs. Yet, in this context, both the PDAs and the EDNs
were used for interacting with other computer agents, and not for interaction with
people.

Grosz et al. [5] experimented with people designing agents for a game called
Colored Trails. They observed that when people design agents, they do not always
follow equilibrium strategies. Moreover, in their analysis they showed that people
demonstrated more helpfulness, which led to higher scores, than their designed
agents. Chalamish et al. [2] report on large-scale experiments in which people
programmed agents which were shown to successfully capture their strategy in a
set of simple games. They conclude that peer designed agents can be used instead
of people in some cases. In another settings, Rosenfeld and Kraus [19] report on
experiments done with PDAs designed for optimization problems. Based on the ex-
periments they conclude that theories of bounded rationality can be used to better
simulate people’s behavior. However, the settings of Chalamish et al. [2] were rel-
atively simple, while our settings have richer strategy space and are much more
complicated. Hence, it is not straightforward that PDAs can be used to simulate the
people’s behavior and thus replace them for evaluation purposes.

3 Problem Description

We consider the problem of evaluating the proficiency of EDNs designed to negoti-
ate with people. We consider a general environment of bilateral negotiation in which
two agents, either automated negotiators or people, negotiate to reach an agreement
on conflicting issues. We consider two distinct bilateral negotiation environments.
The first involves a day-to-day scenario in which the parties negotiate to reach an
agreement on conflicting goals, while the second involves playing a game. We de-
scribe both environments below.

The first negotiation environment involves a multi-attribute multi-issues negotia-
tion environment (see Figure 1). In this environment, the negotiation can end either
when (a) the negotiators reach a full agreement, (b) one of the agents opts out, thus
forcing the termination of the negotiation with an opt-out outcome (OPT), or (c) a
predefined deadline, dl, is reached, whereby, if a partial agreement is reached it is
implemented or, if no agreement is reached, a status quo outcome (SQ) is imple-
mented. It is assumed that the agents can take actions during the negotiation process
until it terminates. Let I denote the set of issues in the negotiation, Oi the finite set of
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values for each i ∈ I and O a finite set of values for all issues (O1×O2× . . .×O|I|).
We allow partial agreements,⊥∈Oi for each i∈ I. Therefore, an offer is denoted as
a vector ~o ∈ O. It is assumed that the agents can take actions during the negotiation
process until it terminates. Let Time denote the set of time periods in the negotia-
tion, that is Time = {0,1, ...,dl}. Time also has an impact on the agents’ utilities.
Each agent is assigned a time cost which influences its utility as time passes. In each
period t ∈Time of the negotiation, if the negotiation has not terminated earlier, each
agent can propose a possible agreement, and the other agent can either accept the
offer, reject it or opt out. Each agent can either propose an agreement which consists
of all the issues in the negotiation, or a partial agreement. We use an extension of
the model of alternating offers [17, p. 118-121], in which each agent can perform
up to M > 0 interactions with its counterpart in each time period.

Fig. 1 Bilateral Negotiation: Generating offers screen.

In order to make the settings more realistic, it also involved incomplete informa-
tion concerning the opponent’s preferences. We assume that there is a finite set of
agent types. These types are associated with different additive utility functions (e.g.,
one type might have a long term orientation regarding the final agreement, while the
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other type might have a more constrained orientation). Formally, we denote the pos-
sible types of agents Types = {1, . . . ,k}. Given l ∈ Types, 1 ≤ l ≤ k, we refer to
the utility of an agent of type l as ul , and ul : {(O∪{SQ}∪{OPT})×Time}→ IR.
Each agent is given its exact utility function. The negotiators are aware of the set
of possible types of the opponent. However, the exact utility function of the rival is
private information.

We developed a simulation environment which is adaptable such that any sce-
nario and utility function, expressed as multi-issue attributes, can be used, with no
additional changes in the configuration of the interface of the simulations or the au-
tomated agent. The agents (PDAs or EDNs) can play either role in the negotiation,
while the human counterpart accesses the negotiation interface via a web address.
The negotiation itself is conducted using a semi-formal language. Each agent con-
structs an offer by choosing the different values constituting the offers. Then, the
offer is constructed and sent in plain English to its counterpart.

In this environment we experimented with two state-of-the-art automated nego-
tiators, KBAgent and QOAgent which were shown by Oshrat et al. [18] and Lin et
al. [14] to negotiate proficiently with people. Both agents are domain independent
and apply non-classical decision making method, rather than focusing on maximiz-
ing the expected utility. They also apply different learning mechanism to determine
the type of their counterpart. Both agents were shown to reach more agreements
and played more effectively than their human counterparts, when the effectiveness
is measured by the score of the individual utility. Since they were shown to be profi-
cient negotiators with people they can serve as our baseline for evaluating the PDAs
as a strategy method for replacing people in the evaluation loop.

The second negotiation environment involved playing the Colored Trails (CT)
game [5] which is a general negotiation test-bed that provides an analogy to task-
settings in the real-world 2. The game is played on a nxm board of colored squares.
Players are issued colored chips and are required to move from their initial square
to a designated goal square. To move to an adjacent square, a player must turn in
a chip of the same color as the square. Players must negotiate with each other to
obtain chips needed to reach the goal square (see Figure 2). 100 points are given for
reaching the goal square and 10 points bonus are given for each chip left for each
agent at the end of the game. If the player did not reach the goal, 15 points penalty
are given for each square from its final position to the goal square. Note that in this
game, the performance of the agent does not depend on the outcome of the other
player. Agreements are not enforceable, allowing players to promise chips but not
transferring them. In addition, each player can see the entire game board.

The simulation environment we used in this setting is adaptable such that differ-
ent variations of the game can be set. The size of the board, number and color of
total chips and chips given to each player can be changed. The automated agents
can play both sides in the game, while the human counterpart accesses the game via
a web address. The game itself is split into turns, where each turn is divided to a
negotiation phase, a commitment phase and a movement phase. In the negotiation

2 Colored Trails is Free Software and can be downloaded at http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/ai/ct
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(a) Board Panel

(b) Chip Display Panel (showing the chips in the possession
of both participants)

Fig. 2 Snapshots of Colored Trails GUI

phase the players can request or promise to send chips. Then, in the commitment
phase, the players can send the actual chips or withdraw from the agreement. This
might result in one agent sending the promised chips in return to be given other
chips, while the other agent fails to deliver. In the movement phase, the players can
choose to move to adjacent squares, given they have the required colored chips. The
game terminates when either side reaches the goal square or if no player has moved
in three consecutive turns.

An EDN was used in this environment as well. The agent, which is called the
Personality Based (PB) agent, extends the agent reported by Talman et al. [23] to
allow it to play proficiently with people. It combines a social utility function that
represented the behavioral traits of other participants, as well as a rule-based mech-
anism that used the utility function to make decisions in the negotiation process.
Its behavior is characterized as high reliability and medium generosity. The agent
can change its personality level for cooperation and reliability and also model these
traits of its opponent. A utility function is used to evaluate each possible action and
proposal and randomization is also used to choose between different choices.
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4 Evaluating the Negotiation Dynamics

In order to analyze whether PDAs can be a suitable replacement for people in eval-
uating automated negotiators, we focus on the analysis of the negotiation dynamics
when people, PDAs and EDNs are involved. The analysis of the negotiation dynam-
ics is a mean of understanding how similar or different the behavior of each pop-
ulation is and its possible effects on the negotiation process. Different parameters
investigated with respect to the characteristics of the negotiators and its dynamics.

The first parameter is the final outcome of the negotiation. This includes the final
utility score, average end turn and the type of outcome that was reached. The fi-
nal utility scores can serve as an indication whether people, PDAs and EDNs reach
similar outcomes. For the first setting of bilateral negotiation the final outcome can
either be a full agreement, a partial agreement, a status quo outcome or an opt out
option. For the CT game we compare the percentages of the games ending by reach-
ing the goal square.

The second parameter is the number of proposal exchanged during a negotiation
session. This parameter reflects on the strategic behavior of each negotiator. Com-
paring the different negotiators using this parameter is important, since PDAs and
automated negotiators have a larger computation power and they may excess it to
send a large number of proposals which can affect the dynamics of the negotiation.

Another parameter that we analyze is the characteristics of the proposals made
by the negotiators. For the bilateral negotiation setting we characterize the proposals
based on the step-wise analysis method (“negotiation moves”) suggested by Hin-
driks et al. [7] (see Figure 3. In this analysis, each proposal is compared to its
preceding proposal (made by the same negotiator) based on the utilities of the offers
for both sides. Thus, an offer can be characterized as either:

1. Selfish (better for the proposer, worse for the other side),
2. Fortunate (better for the proposer and for the other side),
3. Unfortunate (worse for both sides),
4. Concession (worse for the proposer, better for the other party),
5. Silent (both utilities are changed only within a given small threshold), or
6. Nice oriented (utility for the proposer is only within a given small threshold, and

higher for the other party).

Formally, let ut
di f fA

and ut
di f fB

denote the difference between the utilities of side
A and B, respectively, at time t, that is: ut

di f fA
= uA(~o, t +1)−uA(~o, t) (and similarly

for side B). Let TA and TB denote a small threshold for sides A and B, respectively.
In our settings we chose the threshold to be equal to the time discount value. A
proposal made by agent A at time t + 1 is characterized based on the algorithm
listed in Listing 1.

For the CT settings, the characteristics of the proposals is based on the type of
the proposal. Three proposal types were available for the players, each represents
the ratio between the number of chips the player is willing to send and in return the
number of chips it requires:
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Fig. 3 Classification of negotiation moves. Figure taken from [6].

• A Give proposal is a proposal in which the player proposes to send less chips
than it will receive (e.g., send 1 chip in exchange of receiving 2 chips from the
other party).

• A Take proposal is one in which the player proposes to give more than it receives.
• A Reciprocal proposal is one in which the two sides send and receive the same

number of chips.

The type of the proposal the players choose to propose can reflect on the cooper-
ativeness level of each player. The cooperativeness level or the reliability level can
also be reflected by the extent of fulfilling the agreements.

5 Experiments

The experiments were conducted using the simulation environments mentioned in
Section 3. We begin by describing the environments which were used in the differ-
ent experiments and then continue to describe the experimental methodology and
results.

5.1 The Negotiation Environments

For the bilateral negotiation environment two domains were used, which were de-
scribed by Lin et al. [14]. The first domain is a Job Candidate domain, which is
related to the subjects’ experience, and thus they could better identify with it. In
this domain, a negotiation takes place after a successful job interview between an
employer and a job candidate. In the negotiation both the employer and the job can-
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Listing 1 Negotiation Moves Characteristics
1: if (ut

di f fA
> TA) then

2: if (ut
di f fB

> 0) then
3: Proposal is fortunate
4: else
5: Proposal is selfish
6: end if
7: else
8: if (ut

di f fA
≥ (−1) ·TA) then

9: if (ut
di f fB

> TB) then
10: Proposal is nice
11: else
12: if (ut

di f fB
≥ (−1) ·TB) then

13: Proposal is silent
14: else
15: if (ut

di f fA
> 0) then

16: Proposal is selfish
17: else
18: Proposal is unfortunate
19: end if
20: end if
21: end if
22: else
23: if (ut

di f fB
≥ (−1) ·TB) then

24: Proposal is concession
25: else
26: Proposal is unfortunate
27: end if
28: end if
29: end if

didate wish to formalize the hiring terms and conditions of the applicant. In this
scenario, 5 different attributes are negotiable with a total of 1,296 possible agree-
ments that exist.

The second domain involved reaching an agreement between England and Zim-
babwe evolving from the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control, the world’s first public health treaty. The principal goal of the
convention is “to protect present and future generations from the devastating health,
social, environmental and economic consequences of tobacco consumption and ex-
posure to tobacco smoke”. In this domain, 4 different attributes are under negotia-
tion, resulting with a total of 576 possible agreements.

In both domains if an agreement is not reached by the end of the allocated time
a status quo agreement is implemented. In addition, time also has an impact and the
sides might lose or gain as time progresses. In the Job candidate domain both sides
lose as time progresses, while in the England-Zimbabwe domain, England gains
while Zimbabwe loses as time progresses. Also, each side can choose to opt out of
the negotiation at any time. As there is also incomplete information in each domain,
we assume that there are three possible types of agents for each role. These types are
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associated with different additive utility functions. The different types are charac-
terized as ones with short-term orientation regarding the final agreement, long-term
and a compromising orientation.

In the CT game, a 7×5 board was used. Two types of games were used, where
each differed by the ability of each player to reach the goal square with or without
the assistance of the other player:

1. Asymmetric game, which was characterized by one of the player having 15 chips
and being dependant of the other player and needed to exchange chips in order to
reach the goal square, while the other player had 24 chips and was independent of
its counterpart, and thus could reach the goal square without doing any exchange.

2. Symmetric game, which was characterized by the two players having 24 chips
and being dependent and needing each other’s chips to reach the goal square.

5.2 Experimental Methodology

We ran an extensive set of simulations, consisting of more than 300 human negotia-
tors and more than 50 PDAs. The human negotiators were mostly computer science
undergraduate and graduate students, while a few were former students who are cur-
rently working in the Hi-Tech industry. Each subject served only one specific role
in the negotiations (e.g., in the bilateral negotiations either the employer role or the
job candidate one, and in the CT game environment either the dependent player or
the independent player). Prior to the experiments, the subjects were given oral in-
structions regarding the experiment and the domain. The subjects were instructed to
play based on their score functions and to achieve the best possible agreement for
them. The score function was private information and unknown for the other side.

The PDAs were automated negotiators designed by people. The students were
given a task to implement an efficient automated agent for a given negotiation en-
vironment (different students designed PDAs for the different negotiation environ-
ments). The implementation was done in the same simulation environment as the
negotiation itself. The students were provided skeleton classes, having all the nec-
essary server-communication functionality, to help them implement their agents.
This also allowed them to focus on the strategy and the behavior of the agent, and
eliminate the need to implement the communication protocol or the negotiation pro-
tocol. In addition, it provided them with a simulation environment in which they
could test their agents and their strategies. The students were able to first negotiate
or play the CT game before submitting their PDAs.

5.3 Experimental Results

The main goal of the experiments was to analyze whether the strategy method of
PDAs can be used to replace people in the evaluation process of EDNs designed
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to negotiate proficiently with people. In addition, we wanted to find whether this
method can also be used to evaluate and compare different automated negotiators
and obtain from it which will be a more proficient negotiator with people.

5.3.1 Evaluating EDNs when Matched with PDAs versus when Matched with
People

In this section we analyze the final outcomes of the negotiation, mainly the final
utility, the negotiation’s duration and the success of it, to understand whether these
parameters can be used, when matching EDNs with PDAs, as indicators to the re-
sults if the EDNs are later matched with people.

5.3.1.1 Analyzing Utility Outcomes

Table 1 summarizes the final utilities achieved by each side in each experiment for
the Job candidate and England-Zimbabwe domains, while Table 2 summarizes the
final utilities in the CT game environment. All results are statistically significant
within the p < 0.05 range. To try and understand whether PDAs can be used in
replacement of people to predict the performance of the EDNs we compare the re-
sults of the final utility values when the PDAs were involved, that is PDAs versus
EDNs and PDAs versus PDAs, and when people were involved, that is, people ver-
sus EDNs and people versus people.

When the KBAgent was matched with PDAs it was able to achieve higher utility
values than the average of the PDAs matched against themselves (lines (1),(2) in
Table 1). This is also consistent with the KBAgent’s achievements when matched
with people (lines (3),(4) in Table 1). Similar results are attained by the second
EDN in this enviornment, the QOAgent (lines (2),(5) as compared to lines (4), (6) in
Table 1).

A similar phenomenon was observed in the CT game. When the PB agent played
in the symmetric settings and in the asymmetric game as the independent role, the
final utilities achieved by it were higher than the average utilities of the PDAs. When
it played the dependent role in the asymmetric game, its final utility was lower
than the average utility of the PDAs (lines (1),(2) in Table 2). The same relation is
revealed when comparing the PB’s utility when playing with people and the average
utilities of people playing with one another (lines (3),(4) in Table 2).

In the bilateral negotiation domain we had two distinct EDNs (the KBAgent and
the QOAgent). Thus, it is interesting to see whether the performance of them when
matched with PDAs can be used as a prediction of whom will perform better when
matched with people. The KBAgent was shown to perform better when matched with
people than the QOAgent (lines (3),(6) in Table 1). In three out of the four sides in
the two domains, this is also reflected when they are matched with the PDAs, with
the KBAgent achieving higher utility scores than the QOAgent (lines (1),(5) in Table
1).
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Job Can. Eng-Zim
Domain Domain

uemployer ujob can ueng uzim

(1) KBAgent vs. PDAs 437.7 415.8 720.0 -14.5
(2) PDAs vs. PDAs 368.2 355.1 251.8 -83.7
(3) KBAgent vs. People 472.8 482.7 620.5 181.8
(4) People vs. People 423.8 328.9 314.4 -160.0
(5) QOAgent vs. PDAs 466.1 396.8 663.4 -36.5
(6) QOAgent vs. People 417.4 397.8 384.9 35.3

Table 1 Final utility results in the bilateral negotiation environment.

Thus, the results support the hypothesis that the final utility values can serve as
a good indication for evaluating the proficiency of the automated negotiator. More-
over, they can also be used to compare between different EDNs and reflect on their
proficiency when matched with people.

Asymmetric Symmetric
game game

uindependent udependent udependent

(1) PB vs. PDAs 180.53 35.00 131.36
(2) PDAs vs. PDAs 178.38 45.25 111.48
(3) PB vs. People 187.08 81.94 157.83
(4) People vs. People 181.45 97.26 130.67

Table 2 Final utility results in the CT game environment.

5.3.1.2 Analyzing the Characteristics of the Negotiation Ending

Two more relevant questions are whether the end period of the negotiation and
the type of agreements reached or whether the goal was reached when EDNs are
matched with PDAs can also serve as an indication to the proficiency of the EDNs
when matched with people. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the average end turn and the
percentages of the negotiations terminated with full agreements, status quo (SQ)
agreements, opting out (OPT) or partial agreements in the Job candidate and the
England-Zimbabwe domains, respectively, while Table 5 summarizes the average
end turn and the percentages of reaching the goal square in the CT game settings.

With regard to the duration of the negotiation, while in the Job candidate domain
the negotiation lasted longer when the KBAgent was matched with people than when
it was matched with PDAs, it lasted shorter time in the England-Zimbabwe domain
(lines (5),(8) in Tables 3 and 4). The CT game also lasted shorter when the PB was
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End Turn Full SQ OPT Partial

People vs. People
(1) 6.68 91% 2% 4% 2%

PDAs vs. PDAs
(2) 5.56 80% 4% 7% 9%

KBAgent vs. PDAs
(3) KBAgentEmployer 6.14 86% 14%
(4) KBAgentJob can. 5.85 77% 8% 8% 8%
(5) Average 6 81% 11% 4% 4%

KBAgent vs. People
(6) KBAgentEmployer 7.17 100%
(7) KBAgentJob can. 6.13 100%
(8) Average 6.68 100%

Table 3 Average end turn and percentages of reaching full agreements, status quo, opting out or
partial agreements in the Job Candidate bilateral negotiation domain.

End Turn Full SQ OPT Partial

People vs. People
(1) 9.08 70% 8% 11% 11%

PDAs vs. PDAs
(2) 8.30 69% 8% 12% 12%

KBAgent vs. PDAs
(3) KBAgentEngland 11.50 60% 40%
(4) KBAgentZimbabwe 10.00 50% 10% 40%
(5) Average 10.75 55% 5% 30%

KBAgent vs. People
(6) KBAgentEngland 10.06 94% 6%
(7) KBAgentZimbabwe 6.13 100%
(8) Average 8.15 97% 3%

Table 4 Average end turn and percentages of reaching full agreements, status quo, opting out or
partial agreements in the England-Zimbabwe bilateral negotiation domain.

matched with people than when it was matched with the PDAs (lines (3),(4) in Table
5). Thus the negotiation duration when EDNs are matched with PDAs cannot be
used as a good indication to the duration when the EDNs are matched with people.

With regard to the way the negotiation ended, when the KBAgent is matched
with people more full agreements are reached than when it is matched with PDAs
(as shown in lines (5),(8) in Tables 3 and 4). Similarly, the PB agent reaches the
goal square in more cases when matched with people than when matched with other
PDAs (as shown in lines (3),(4) in Table 5).
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Asymmetric game Symmetric game
End Goal End Goal
Turn Reached Turn Reached

Ind Dep Ind Dep Dep

(1) People vs. People 4.1 97% 74% 5.8 60%
(2) PDAs vs. PDAs 4.5 98% 32% 4.8 47%
(3) PB vs. PDAs 6.1 5.9 100% 42% 4.6 73%
(4) PB vs. People 3.8 4.4 100% 61% 4.3 87%

Table 5 Average end turn and percentages of reaching the goal in the CT game settings. Ind stands
for the independent player and Dep for the dependent player.

5.3.2 Evaluating the Performance and Behavior of People versus PDAs

It was demonstrated that PDAs behave differently than people (e.g., [5, 19]), yet
our experiments indicated that playing against PDAs can reflect on the results when
the EDNs are matched with people. Thus, it is important to understand whether the
behavior of people is similar to that of PDAs when either matched with the same
population or with the EDNs.

Our results show that most of the differences in the behavior of PDAs as com-
pared to people lie in the negotiation dynamics. In the following subsections we
investigate different parameters with respect to the negotiation dynamics.

5.3.2.1 Investigating the Final Outcome

With respect to the final outcome, when people were matched with people they were
able to achieve higher utilities than when the PDAs were matched with other PDAs
in one of the roles (the employer role in the Job candidate domain and the England
role in the England-Zimbabwe domain) and worse in the other roles (lines (2),(4)
in Table 1), while in the CT game they were better in both roles (lines (2),(4) in
Table 2). Moreover, in most occasions the PDAs demonstrated lower percentages in
reaching full agreements or reaching the goal square when matched against them-
selves than when people were matched against people (lines (1),(2) in Tables 3, 4
and 5).

5.3.2.2 Investigating the Negotiation Dynamics

To bolster our confidence from these results we examined the patterns of behavior
demonstrated by people and the PDAs when matched with the EDNs. To make it
concise, we only present the results on one of the domains and negotiation’s sides,
though the results are similar in the other domains and sides. Figure 4 compares the
final utilities achieved by PDAs and people when matched with the EDNs in the job
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candidate domain when playing the role of the employer, while Figure 5 compares
the times in which the negotiations terminated. Note, that we compare between the
behavior of people and PDAs and not the EDNs behavior. The results demonstrate
the similarity and trend between people and PDAs when matched with EDNs. For
example, in Figure 4 we can observe that PDAs achieve somewhat higher utilities
when matched with the QOAgent as compared to the KBAgent. The same trend is
then observed when people are matched with both agents.

Another parameter we investigated is the number of proposals exchanged dur-
ing the negotiation. Tables 6 and 7 summarize the total number of exchanges for
the bilateral negotiation domains and the CT game settings, respectively. In most
of the times, more exchanges are made when PDAs are involved than when only
people are involved. This can be explained by the fact the automated agents have
more computing power, making it easier for them to evaluate messages and send
more messages. When the KBAgent was matched with people in three out of the
four settings the average number of proposals it received from the other party was
lower when received from people than when received from the PDAs (lines (3),(4)
in Table 6). Similarly, in two out three cases the average number of proposals re-
ceived from people was lower when matched with the PB agent than when the PDAs
played against the PB agent (lines (3),(4) in Table 7). It is interesting to observe the
exception when people exchange more proposals than agents. This happens in the
bilateral negotiation domain when people play the job candidate role or the Zim-
babwe role and in the CT game settings in the symmetrical game when both players
are dependent of each other. It seems that the cause lies in the fact that in these roles
the people play the “underdog” roles and have a greater incentive to propose more
messages in the hope of one of them being accepted by the other side. The other
side, in return, has the incentive to make the negotiation lasts longer or toughen its
stands.

When comparing the PDAs’ only negotiations to people’s only negotiations
slightly more exchanges are made by people in the Job candidate domain, yet higher
exchanges are made by PDAs in the England-Zimbabwe domain (lines (1),(2) in Ta-
ble 6). As for the CT game settings, while in the symmetric settings more proposals
are made by people, in the asymmetric game settings more proposals are made by

while Figure 4 compares the times in which the negotiations
terminated. Note, that we compare between the behavior
of people and PDAs and not the EDNs behavior. The re-
sults demonstrate the similarity between people and PDAs
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Figure 3: Comparing the final utility results of peo-
ple and PDAs when matched with the EDNs.
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Figure 4: Comparing end turns of EDNs’ negotia-
tions when matched with people and PDAs.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The importance of designing proficient automated negotia-
tors to negotiate with people and evaluating them cannot
be overstated. Yet, evaluating agents against people is a
tiresome task, due to the cost and time required. In this pa-
per we presented an extensive systematic experimentation to
answer the question whether people can be kept out of the
evaluation loop when evaluating automated negotiators de-
signed specifically to negotiate proficiently with people. To
do so, we evaluated several negotiation behavioral parame-
ters in an extensive set of experiments with people and with
peer designed agents. In the bottom line, our results reveal
that playing well against peer designed agents can reflect on
the proficiency of the automated negotiator when matched
with people. Moreover, we showed that while PDAs results
with di!erent negotiation outcomes than people, there is a
common behavioral pattern when they are both matched
with EDNs.

There are fundamental benefits of using PDAs instead of
people. First, PDAs are accessible 24/7 and can be used

whenever needed. In addition, PDAs are not biased and
thus can be used several times to asses the EDN’s behavior.
Thus, they allow the agent designer to revised and change
her agent with the ability to evaluate each design and com-
pare it to previous designs. Lastly, it allows di!erent EDNs
to be matched on the same set of PDAs and obtain an ob-
jective evaluation of the results.

While people cannot be kept completely out of the evalua-
tion loop, we demonstrated the promise embodied in peer
designed agents for evaluation purposes of automated ne-
gotiators. Thus, evaluating on peer designed agents could
and should serve as a first extensive attempt to validate the
agent’s proficiency and strategy design before continuing on
to evaluation with people.
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Fig. 5 Comparing end-turn between people and PDAs when matched with EDNs when playing
the role of the employer in the job candidate domain.

Average Proposals Number

Job Can. Domain Eng-Zim Domain
Employer Job can. England Zimbabwe

People vs. People
(1) 7.06 6.87 8.00 9.13

PDAs vs. PDAs
(2) 6.04 6.13 11.66 11.73

KBAgent vs. PDAs
(3) PDAs’s proposals 10.85 7.14 12.80 27.90

KBAgent vs. People
(4) People’s proposals 5.44 8.94 7.25 11.76

Table 6 Average number of proposals sent in the bilateral negotiation settings.

the PDAs when matched with other PDAs, as compared to proposals made by people
(lines (1),(2) in Table 7). In both settings, it seems that more exchanges are made by
the PDAs when the domain involves two sides, in which one has significantly more
leverage than the other (in the England-Zimbabwe domain, England gains more as
time progresses while Zimbabwe loses, and in the asymmetric settings the indepen-
dent role can reach the goal without needing the dependent role). Thus, it seems to
be the case that each side stands firmly and is inclined less to concede.

This leads us to the question whether the average behavior of people and the
average behavior of PDAs differ. The results indeed demonstrate that there are dif-
ferences in the type of exchanges made by people when negotiating with EDNs and
those made by the PDAs. Recall that we characterize the negotiation moves in the
bilateral negotiation domains as selfish, fortunate, concession, unfortunate, conces-
sion, silent or nice (cf. Section 4), where cooperation is characterized by moves of
type fortunate, concession, silent or nice. In the CT game settings we defined three
types of proposals (Give, Take and Reciprocal, from which cooperation is charac-
terized by Take exchanges.
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Average Proposals Number

Asymmetric game Symmetric game
Independent Dependent Dependent

People vs. People
(1) 3.16 2.87 4.15

PDAs vs. PDAs
(2) 3.54 3.31 3.28

PB vs. PDAs
(3) PDAs’s proposals 2.68 2.95 2.09

PB vs. People
(4) People’s proposals 2.39 2.08 2.30

Table 7 Average number of proposals sent in the CT game settings.

The cooperation levels differ between people and PDAs in all settings we tested.
Tables 8 and 9 summarize the negotiation moves for the Job candidate and the
England-Zimbabwe domains, respectively. When matched with the EDNs, while
the majority of the proposals made by people are concession oriented in both do-
mains (lines (7),(8) in Tables 8 and 9), the majority of the proposals made by the
PDAs are nice oriented and silent oriented in the Job candidate domain (lines (5),(6)
in Table 8) and concession oriented and silent oriented in the England-Zimbabwe
domain (lines (5),(6) in Table 9). In the Job candidate domain, people are also suc-
ceeding in making more fortunate offers and less silent offers than the PDAs when
playing both roles against the same population (lines (1),(3) and (2),(4) in Table 8).
It is also interesting to note that people are less selfish when playing the role of
England and more selfish when playing the role of Zimbabwe, while the opposite
is expressed in the behavior of the PDAs (lines (1),(3) and (2),(4) in Table 9). This
might be derived from the leverage England role has over Zimbabwe and the fact
that it gains as time progresses allows people to play more generously when playing
England, while playing more rigidly when playing as Zimbabwe. A somewhat sim-
ilar observation was also reported in experiments with the CT game run by Grosz et
al. [5].

Figures 6 and 7 display the cooperation levels of people and PDAs in the Job
candidate domain and England-Zimbabwe domain, respectively. We can observe
similarity in the cooperation levels of both people and PDAs in the Job candidate
domain (75.35% and 69.57% when people are matched with people, 77.78% and
65.03% when people are matched with the KBAgent, 72.01% and 75.51% when
PDAs are matched with PDAs and 70.77% and 71.59% when PDAs are matched
with the KBAgent), however the cooperation level is again inverted in the England-
Zimbabwe domain. People are more cooperative when playing the England role
(71.62% when matched with people and 70% when matched with the KBAgent) and
less cooperative when playing the Zimbabwe role (59.77% and 61.2% when playing
against people and against the KBAgent, respectively). Moreover, a similar trend is
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Se F U C Si N

People vs. People
(1) PeopleA 10.92% 19.37% 13.73% 24.65% 29.23% 2.11%
(2) PeopleB 11.96% 17.03% 18.48% 19.93% 31.88% 0.72%

PDAs vs. PDAs
(3) PDAsA 6.70% 14.20% 21.30% 20.35% 32.13% 5.32%
(4) PDAsB 9.04% 12.69% 15.45% 18.98% 37.85% 5.99%

KBAgent vs. PDAs
(5) PDAsA 16.15% 5.38% 13.08% 15.38% 13.08% 36.92%
(6) PDAsB 19.32% 10.23% 9.09% 12.50% 27.27% 21.59%

KBAgent vs. People
(7) PeopleA 12.50% 15.28% 9.72% 47.22% 9.72% 5.56%
(8) PeopleB 20.98% 16.78% 13.99% 34.27% 7.69% 6.29%

Table 8 Negotiation moves in the Job Candidate bilateral negotiation domain. Se = Selfish, F =
Fortunate, U = Unfortunate, C = Concession, Si = Silent, N = Nice. Side A is the Employer and
side B is the job candidate.

Se F U C Si N

People vs. People
(1) PeopleA 14.86% 10.54% 13.51% 43.51% 13.51% 4.05%
(2) PeopleB 30.47% 10.93% 9.77% 25.58% 17.67% 5.58%

PDAs vs. PDAs
(3) PDAsA 35.93% 14.10% 10.40% 26.19% 9.75% 3.64%
(4) PDAsB 19.11% 3.36% 7.36% 37.77% 9.94% 22.47%

KBAgent vs. PDAs
(5) PDAsA 19.49% 3.39% 11.86% 39.83% 18.64% 6.78%
(6) PDAsB 23.60% 2.25% 7.49% 16.48% 31.46% 18.73%

KBAgent vs. People
(7) PeopleA 23.00% 12.00% 7.00% 49.00% 4.00% 5.00%
(8) PeopleB 31.69% 7.10% 7.10% 40.98% 11.48% 1.64%

Table 9 Negotiation moves in the England-Zimbabwe bilateral negotiation domain. Se = Selfish,
F = Fortunate, U = Unfortunate, C = Concession, Si = Silent, N = Nice. Side A is England and side
B is Zimbabwe.

also noticed by the behavior of the PDAs. The cooperation levels when they are
matched with other PDAs are 53.67% and 73.53% when playing the role of England
and Zimbabwe, respectively, while playing against the KBAgent the cooperation
levels are high and similar when playing both roles (68.64% and 68.91% when
playing the roles of England and Zimbabwe, respectively).

We also measured the cooperative levels, reflected by the types of exchanges,
in the CT game settings, as summarized in Tables 10 and 11. Here as well, there
is an apparent difference in the behavior of the PDAs and people. When playing
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Fig. 6 Cooperation levels in the Job candidate domain.

Fig. 7 Cooperation levels in the England-Zimbabwe domain.

with the PB agent in the asymmetric settings, the majority of proposals were re-
ciprocal (46.51%) when people played the independent role and 48% of type Give
when playing the dependent role. Yet, the majority of offers when the PDAs were
matched with the PB agent were 39.22% of type Give when they played the role
of the independent player and 51.79% reciprocal when playing the dependent role
(lines (5),(7) and (6),(8) in Table 10). In addition, in both cases the PDAs fully kept
50% of the agreements while people had fully kept 58% and 19% when playing the
independent and dependent roles, respectively. More full agreements were also fully
kept in the symmetric settings when the PDAs were involved as compared to when
people were involved (lines (1),(2) and (3),(4) in Table 11).
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Give Reciprocal Take Fully Partially Unkept
Kept Kept

People vs. People
(1) Ind 14.3% 28.6% 57.1% 61% 10% 29%
(2) Dep 55.1% 19.1% 25.8% 32% 39% 29%

PDAs vs. PDAs
(3) PDAsInd 15.4% 38.3% 46.4% 58% 2% 40%
(4) PDAsDep 21.5% 51.5% 67% 53% 2% 30%

PB vs. PDAs
(5) PDAsInd 33.3% 39.2% 27.4% 50% 0% 50%
(6) PDAs Dep 25.0% 51.8% 23.2% 50% 10% 41%

PB vs. People
(7) PeopleInd 20.9% 46.5% 32.6% 58% 11% 31%
(8) PeopleDep 48.0% 36.0% 16.0% 19% 38% 44%

Table 10 Negotiation moves in the CT game asymmetric settings. Ind stands for the independent
player and Dep for the dependent player.

Give Reciprocal Take Fully Partially Unkept
Kept Kept

People vs. People
(1) Dep 26.8% 37.5% 35.6% 41% 21% 38%

PDAs vs. PDAs
(2) PDAsDep 11.1% 62.9% 26.0% 58% 7% 35%

PB vs. PDAs
(3) PDAsDep 15.2% 63.0% 21.7% 78% 0% 22%

PB vs. People
(4) PeopleDep 24.6% 47.8% 13.3% 54% 21% 24%

Table 11 Negotiation moves in the CT game symmetric settings. Dep stands for the dependent
player.

6 Conclusions

The importance of designing proficient automated negotiators to negotiate with peo-
ple and evaluating them cannot be overstated. Yet, evaluating agents against people
is a tiresome task, due to the cost and time required. In this paper we presented
an extensive systematic experimentation to answer the question whether people can
be kept out of the evaluation loop when evaluating automated negotiators designed
specifically to negotiate proficiently with people. To do so, we evaluated several ne-
gotiation behavioral parameters in an extensive set of experiments with people and
with peer designed agents. In the bottom line, our results reveal that playing well
against peer designed agents can reflect on the proficiency of the automated negotia-
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tor when matched with people. Moreover, we showed that while PDAs results with
different negotiation outcomes than people, there is a common behavioral pattern
when they are both matched with EDNs.

Another interesting observation is that the EDNs strategy was mainly similar
when matched with people and when matched with PDAs. The KBAgent mostly sent
concession offers when playing both with PDAs and with people in the bilateral ne-
gotiation domains. The PB agent, when playing in the symmetric game settings sent
mainly reciprocal offers, when playing the independent role sent Take offers and
offered Give exchanges when it played the dependent role in the asymmetric game.
This is regardless of whether it played with people or PDAs; only the specific offers
had been adapted to the specific players. With respect to reliability, the PB agent
was highly reliable, yet its exact reliability level varied between 0.72 when play-
ing the dependent role in the asymmetric game with people to 0.96 when playing
with PDAs in the symmetric case. The consistent strategies with some adaptation
the agent made for the specific player it was matched with probably contributed to
the similar outcomes with people and PDAs.

Surprisingly, the results also demonstrated that there is a difference in the behav-
ior of PDAs and people, even though the PDAs were supposed to be designed in a
way that encapsulates people’s strategy. Our results provide analysis of these differ-
ences by understanding the negotiation dynamics that occur when people and PDAs
are involved, and demonstrate the importance of an efficient opponent modeling
mechanism and the need for adapting to different attitudes towards the negotiation.

There are fundamental benefits of using PDAs instead of people. First, PDAs are
accessible 24/7 and can be used whenever needed. In addition, PDAs are not biased
and thus can be used several times to asses the EDN’s behavior. Thus, they allow
the agent designer to revise and change her agent with the ability to evaluate each
design and compare it to previous designs. Lastly, it allows different EDNs to be
matched on the same set of PDAs and obtain an objective evaluation of the results.

While people cannot be kept completely out of the evaluation loop, we demon-
strated the promise embodied in peer designed agents for evaluation purposes of
automated negotiators. Thus, evaluating on peer designed agents could and should
serve as a first extensive attempt to validate the agent’s proficiency and strategy
design before continuing on to evaluation with people.

As noted before, people behave differently than PDAs. Future work warrants
careful investigation on the differences between the behavior of PDAs and people.
This investigation might allow for a better understanding of people and the better
design of automated agents specifically designed to negotiate with people.
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